




METALLIC KITCHEN is one of the optimum well designed modular kitchens in INDIA. Design by experienced talented
and teamwork of the best Indian designers who worked globally with the minimum experience of 10 years.
METALLIC KITCHEN are identified for its excellence, consistency, legitimacy and a broad range of products. We are
one of the most reputed players of this field engaged as MANUFACTURER of high-end kitchen solutions, not just
Kitchens we design your Wardrobes, Bathroom Vanity and many more items, keeping in mind the requirement for a
stylish look which certainly suits with your standard of living, we are eager to offer you with the best of our
creativity.

Metallic modular kitchen is an idea which is completely based on our customer requirement and visualization. By
using Italian designs & concepts and German components & hardware with modern machinery and technology, our
main strength is our experienced, talented and indispensable designers, fitters, technicians, and other helpers
without their support; we could not have achieved a reputable position in the luxury kitchen industry. With strong
promise, finishing and timely deliveries, we have bagged numerous esteemed projects that were effectively
executed. We always endeavor to surpass and go beyond client's requirement and expectations level.
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A range of shutters finishes Laminate , Membrane High Gloss , Membrane Matt , Veneer , 
Lacquered veneer , Lacquered Matt , Lacquered Matt , Polymer Shutters , Acrylic , Frosted Glass 

& Lacquered Glass in steel or aluminum profiling



Silent and effortless, that’s how cabinet doors close with softly , regardless of
the weight or closing speed. The new soft close mechanism is integrated in
the hinge cup, and continues to provide the quality of motion you have come
to expect from any high quality hardware such as Hettich, blum, kaff or grass
and much more . With CLIP top BLUMOTION, you can now use thicker doors
up to 1" depending on the application. The new geometry ensures that the
door does not make contact with the cabinet face even with smaller door
gaps.

The Hinge function can easily be deactivated on one of the hinges,
giving small or light doors the same high quality of motion. Simply slide
the switch on the hinge cup, then close the door once. This creates a
quicker, but still silent, close . Hinge can be reactivated the same way.



100,000 open/close cycles with a total 
load of 75 lb on Drawer 358 and 
Drawer 359 550 (22") drawers.

10 times for 10 seconds each time 
when completely extended, 66 lb is 
applied to the corner of the drawer  

front of a fully loaded drawer.

10 times for 10 seconds each time when 
completely extended, 44 lb is applied to 

the side of the drawer front of a fully 
loaded drawer.

All Drawers profiles have integrated SOFT MOTION
quiet closing — creating an unsurpassed opening and
closing experience. adapts to different weights and
closing forces to give a smooth and silent close every
time. Whether it is a small top drawer or a loaded
deep drawer guarantees the quiet close you have
come to expect from Blum/Hettich/Kaff/Grass

Drawer Systems



Cutlery Tray

Partition Gallery

Bottle Pullout

Pot & Pan Gallery

Cross Gallery



Lift Up systems are the new premium functional hardware for upper
cabinets. Doors easily lift up and out of the way, allowing complete
access while not interfering with work in the kitchen. When closed,
AVENTOS lift system doors glide to a silent close thanks to the
integrated quiet closing.

➢ Single door front that swings upward
➢ Ideal for small wall cabinets or accent cabinets
➢ Suitable for wall cabinets with crown moldings

➢ Single door front that swings over the top of the cabinet
➢ Ideal for wider wall cabinets with single fronts
➢ Suitable for wall cabinets with crown molding

➢ Two-part door front that folds in the center when opening
➢ Ideal for tall wall cabinets with large fronts because the 

handle stays within easy reach
➢ Can combine different door front styles (wood and aluminum)
➢ Innovative release feature that ensures finger safety

➢ Single door front that lifts up parallel to the cabinet
➢ Suitable for wall cabinets in kitchens with high ceilings
➢ Ideal for counter top appliance garage applications



Pullouts

People choosing a new kitchen set a high priority on attractive
design – also for the interior fittings – as an important purchase
criterion. This means that function and optics should blend in a
homogenous whole, the interior fittings must harmonies with
the overall kitchen design. Our design variants ARENA Classic and
ARENA Style, metal trays/baskets are used throughout – in larder
pull-outs, and in corner, base and wall units. Then there’s ARENA
Vario, developed especially to provide a wider choice of
contemporary designs for larder pull-outs. All ARENA variants
combine optimal functionality and elegant optics with maximum
space utilization – thanks to the railing being attached to the
outer edge of the tray.

Pantry Pull Out Larder Pullout

CarouselLee MansMagic Corner



Accessories

Spice Tray

Foil CutterWooden Cutlery Tray

Knife TrayKnife Holder

Plate Holder



Oven Chimney

Hob

Microwave

Deep FryerBar Be Que

Dishwasher

Washing Machine



+91 95827 95828

http://metallickitchen.com/ 

info@metallickitchen.com
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